Preserved learning during the symbol–digit substitution test in patients with schizophrenia, age-matched controls, and elderly
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Objective: Speed of processing, one of the main cognitive deficits in schizophrenia is most frequently measured with a digit–symbol-coding test. Performance on this test is additionally affected by writing speed and the rate at which symbol–digit relationships are learned, two factors that may be impaired in schizophrenia. This study aims to investigate the effects of sensorimotor speed, short-term learning, and long-term learning on task performance in schizophrenia. In addition, the study aims to explore differences in learning effects between patients with schizophrenia and elderly individuals.

Methods: Patients with schizophrenia (N = 30) were compared with age-matched healthy controls (N = 30) and healthy elderly volunteers (N = 30) during the Symbol–Digit Substitution Test (SDST). The task was administered on a digitizing tablet, allowing precise measurements of the time taken to write each digit (writing time) and the time to decode symbols into their corresponding digits (matching time). The SDST was administered on three separate days (day 1, day 2, day 7). Symbol–digit repetitions during the task represented short-term learning and repeating the task on different days represented long-term learning.

Results: The repetition of the same symbol–digit combinations within one test and the repetition of the test over days resulted in significant decreases in matching time. Interestingly, these short-term and long-term learning effects were about equal among the three groups. Individual participants showed a large variation in the rate of short-term learning. In general, patients with schizophrenia had the longest matching time whereas the elderly had the longest writing time. Writing time remained the same over repeated testing.

Conclusion: The rate of learning and sensorimotor speed was found to have a substantial influence on the SDST score. However, a large individual variation in learning rate should be taken into account in the interpretation of task scores for processing speed. Equal learning rates among the three groups suggest that unintentional learning in schizophrenia and in the elderly is preserved. These findings are important for the design of rehabilitation programs for schizophrenia.
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INTRODUCTION

Schizophrenia is a psychiatric disorder, characterized by positive symptoms (e.g., hallucinations and delusions), negative symptoms (e.g., avolition and reduced emotional expressivity), and severe cognitive disabilities. Since cognitive deficits in schizophrenia are significantly correlated to poor functional outcomes (1) and quality of life (2), the development of pharmacological and remediation techniques addressing these impairments could be highly beneficial to the clinical outcome.

Cognition is not a single entity but can be divided into several domains. In schizophrenia research, the areas of primary interest are: processing speed, attention/vigilance, working memory, verbal learning, visual learning, executive functioning and social cognition (3). The combination of these domains may contribute
differently to the overall clinical picture of cognitive decline in schizophrenia. Experimental tasks that focus on isolating the relative influence of these specific cognitive domains are needed to specify which deficits are most pronounced in order to provide a targeted treatment.

Processing speed has been shown to be a very distinguishing and reliable factor to characterize cognitive deficits in schizophrenia (4). This parameter reflects the speed with which different cognitive and sensorimotor functions are executed (5). Viewed from a traditional experimental psychology perspective, processing speed can be conceived as the total sum of three different stages of information processing, namely perceptual analysis, response selection, and response execution (6, 7).

Although there are several neuropsychological tests for measuring reduced processing speed, a recent meta-analysis (8) has demonstrated that a digit–symbol-coding task is the most sensitive test to apply to patients with schizophrenia. Moreover, this meta-analysis identified processing speed impairment as the largest single deficit in the cognitive abilities of schizophrenia (8, 9).

Digit–symbol-coding tasks have been carried out in two different ways. In one version, the Digit–Symbol Substitution Test (DSST), symbols have to be drawn under their corresponding digits according to a key of digit–symbol combinations, provided at the top of the sheet. The second version is the symbol-coding subtest of the Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia included in the MATRICS Final Battery (7, 10). This task does not require the drawing of symbols but rather the numerals (1–9) have to be written as quickly as possible under the corresponding symbols, which are presented in rows on the response sheet. This version of the coding task has been called the Symbol–Digit Substitution Test (SDST). In the present study, as in our previous studies (5, 11), we have used the SDST in order to avoid drawing unfamiliar graphic symbols, which requires a time consuming process of motor planning.

In the measurement of processing speed using a digit–symbol-coding task, at least two factors might play a considerable role. First, digit–symbol-coding tasks have a strong sensorimotor component (i.e., fine motor writing skills of the symbols or the digits). A reduction in sensorimotor speed, characterized by a longer initiation and/or execution of graphic movements, might indeed offer secondary, but valuable information as to what extent and in which domains the cognitive decline in schizophrenia resembles age-related cognitive impairment, referred to as “mild cognitive impairment.” To our knowledge, a direct comparison of performance on the SDST between schizophrenic and elderly individuals has never been conducted.

In summary, the present study was set up to investigate the relative contribution of learning and sensorimotor speed during SDST performance. Patients with schizophrenia, age-matched healthy controls, and elderly volunteers were tested in order to assess different effects of these factors in the different groups. The first hypothesis was that overall test performance would be lower in schizophrenia patients compared with age-matched healthy controls. In addition, it was expected that this study would replicate the well-known findings of reduced writing speed in schizophrenia. As visual and verbal learning and memory have been frequently found to be impaired in patients with schizophrenia (7), it was further hypothesized that the rate and amount of the learning of
the symbol–digit relations would be reduced in the schizophrenia patients. The comparison of schizophrenic and elderly individuals was exploratory.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**STUDY DESIGN**

Our study group consisted of 30 patients with stable schizophrenia, 30 age- and sex-matched control participants, and 30 sex-matched elderly volunteers (aged 65–85 years). The SDST was administered three times on three separate assessment days. The test was conducted in accordance with the ethical principles that have their origin in the Declaration of Helsinki and that are consistent with Good Clinical Practices, applicable regulatory requirements, and in compliance with the study protocol. This study was held at the University Psychiatric Hospital Duffel, Belgium, and the study protocol was reviewed and approved by the institute’s Ethics Committee.

**PARTICIPANTS**

The previously mentioned test subjects were recruited from the local community. Prior to the start of the study, they all provided a written informed consent and their eligibility for this study was assessed according to some inclusion and exclusion criteria. The inclusion criteria for patients were: (1) being an in- or outpatient with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (DSM-IV), (2) having a known history of schizophrenia for at least 12 months, confirmed by the treating psychiatrist, and (3) receiving stable antipsychotic drug therapy (maximally 2) for at least 6 weeks prior to screening. The inclusion criteria for all participants were: (1) being a man or woman between 18 and 55 years old (schizophrenia patients and young controls) or between 65 and 85 years old (elderly volunteers) and (2) being medically stable.

The exclusion criteria applicable to all participants were (1) having a DSM-IV diagnosis of substance dependence or abuse within 3 months prior to screening evaluation (only caffeine dependence was not exclusionary), (2) use of benzodiazepines, tricyclic antidepressants, or anticholinergic medication, (3) having a positive urine screen for drug abuse or a positive alcohol breath test at screening on one of the test days, (4) having a clinically significant acute illness within 7 days prior to screening. Since the use of alcohol and drugs could potentially influence the study data, an alcohol breath test and a urine drug screen were performed before the start of each assessment day.

**SYMBOL–DIGIT SUBSTITUTION TEST**

The task was performed on two subsequent sessions (day 1 and day 2) and a third time (day 7). The SDST was the first task to be performed on every assessment day in a larger series of cognitive tests, which will be published elsewhere. In order to avoid influences of the circadian rhythm, also the time on which the test was administered was comparable for each subject.

The coding task required to translate 9 different symbols into the digits 1–9 on five rows each consisting of 25 symbols, according to a key of symbol–digit pairs, which was presented on top of the task sheet. The same symbol–digit combinations were repeated over the three session days. In line with our previous studies (5, 11, 21), we used the reversed version of the classical DSST where the digits had to be written under the symbols, denoted by SDST.

We chose for this design in order to exclude the complication of processes of motor planning by the drawing of complex graphic symbols on SDST performance. The nine different symbols were presented in blocks. The sequence in which they were presented within each block was randomized.

A quiet environment was chosen to perform this task. The participants were asked to decode the list of symbols one by one as fast as possible within a preset 90s limit, based on the key above, writing the correct digit under the corresponding symbol on a sheet of paper placed on a digitizing tablet (WACOM1218RE) with a special pressure-sensitive normal-looking ballpoint pen. Pen position was recorded at 200 Hz and with 0.2 mm spatial accuracy, and stored on a standard personal computer. The signals were subsequently filtered by means of a fast-Fourier analysis. These digitized recordings allowed the computation of separate matching- and writing times.

Identical instructions were repeated each day, before the start of the task. Feedback was not provided at the end of the session. All subjects had to undergo a practice trial on the first assessment day, consisting of filling in the last 10 symbol–digit pairs, allowing them to get familiar with the experiment.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

All data were analyzed using a general linear model (GLM) repeated measures in IBM®SPSS® Version 22. First, we analyzed the Session effect (long-term learning) with Group (three levels) as the between-subjects variable and Session (or days, with three levels) as the within-subjects variable. A second analysis used Block (five levels; short-term learning) and Session (three levels) as the within-subject variables and Group (three levels) as the between-subject variable. We performed separate analyses for (1) the number of correct digits, (2) the mean matching time per digit, and (3) the mean writing time per digit. Wilk’s Lambda was used in the tests of the within-variable effects. A p-value of <0.05 was considered significant.

The number of blocks that could be analyzed depended on the lowest test score (number correct) obtained by the participants. Matching and writing time were analyzed over five blocks (i.e., number correct is 45 or higher). This score was gained in all three sessions by 25 patients with schizophrenia, 28 elderly volunteers, and 28 controls. Including more participants in the analysis would result in too many missing values in the fourth and fifth block whereas analyzing more than five blocks would result in an unrepresentative low number of participants. Per block, the median matching time and median writing time were calculated. Only correct digits were analyzed and the first digit of a row was eliminated from analysis because the transport distance to this location was more than 20 cm instead of the normal 0.8 cm. In session 3, the data of one patient were missing.

**RESULTS**

The main objective of the present study was to evaluate the role of learning processes during SDST performance. Firstly, demographic will be prescribed (see Demographics) followed by their general test scores on the SDST [see Test score (Number of correct digits)]. Matching time and writing time of test scores were separately calculated (see Long-Term Learning Matching and Writing Time and Short-Term Learning Matching and Writing Time Over Blocks
Per session), and the added effects of long-term learning (section Long-Term Learning Matching and Writing Time) and short-term learning (see Short-Term Learning Matching and Writing Time Over Blocks Per session) were assessed. In a final section (see Estimating the Effect of Short-Term Learning on the SDST Score), the relative contribution of short-term learning on the overall SDST score was calculated.

DEMOGRAPHICS
The demographic features of the three study groups are shown in Table 1. All patients used antipsychotic medication at the time of testing. Sixteen schizophrenia patients were using more than one antipsychotic drug. The distribution of the different antipsychotic drugs and range of daily doses are summarized elsewhere (22). Seven young controls, two schizophrenia patients, and no elderly individuals were left-handed. A GLM repeated measures analysis was conducted on the performance of the SDST (number correct) for the young control group with “Session” as within-subject variable and “Handedness” as between-subject variable. “Handedness” did not have a significant influence on the overall test score. The schizophrenia group had a lower mean IQ, as measured by the Adult Reading Test/ART (Dutch version: Nederlandse Leestekst voor Volwassenen/NLV), than the control group ($t = 3.96, p = 0.0002$) and the elderly group ($t = 4.71, p < 0.0001$).

| Table 1 | Demographics. |
|---|---|---|
|      | Schizophrenia | Elderly | Control |
| **N** | 30 | 30 | 30 |
| Age Mean (SD) | 36.43 (7.83) | 69.33 (3.89) | 36.77 (8.55) |
| Range | 23–53 | 65–79 | 18–52 |
| IQ (ART) Mean (SD) | 101.3 (10.30) | 111.7 (6.43) | 110.1 (6.39) |
| Range | 66–115 | 100–124 | 98–130 |
| Sex male: female | 2:1 | 2:1 | 2:1 |
| Race Asian | 0 | 0 | 1 |
| Maghreb | 1 | 0 | 0 |
| White | 29 | 30 | 29 |

**TEST SCORE (NUMBER OF CORRECT DIGITS)**
The mean number of correct digits per session is displayed in Figure 1 for each group. This figure clearly shows an increase in task performance (long-term learning effect) over the three sessions, which was significant [$F(2,85) = 36.21, p < 0.001$]. This learning effect was about equal in the three groups (Session*Group interaction $p = 0.119$).

On average, the three groups differed significantly in their overall score [$F(2,86) = 21.69, p < 0.001$]. Both schizophrenia patients and the elderly volunteers achieved a lower test score than the controls ($p < 0.001$). Figure 1 gives the impression that the schizophrenia group performed even worse than the elderly, but the difference between these groups was not significant ($p = 0.07$).
this was only true during the first session \((p = 0.028)\). After incorporating IQ as a covariate in the analysis, the group difference between schizophrenia patients and controls remained significant \([F(1,56) = 23.61, p < 0.0001]\), but the difference between schizophrenia and the elderly on session 1 was reduced to non-significance \([F(1,57) = 0.60, p = 0.443]\).

LONG-TERM LEARNING MATCHING AND WRITING TIME
Mean matching time per digit and mean writing time per digit are presented in Figure 2 for each session and each group.

**Mean matching time per session**
Figure 2 demonstrates that the matching times mirror the SDST performance of Figure 1. A clear learning effect over sessions was found \([F(2,85) = 32.46, p < 0.0001]\), which was equal for the three groups [Group*Session interaction; \(F(2,85) = 1.49, p = 0.206\)]. Averaged over all sessions, the matching times in each group differed significantly from each other \([F(2,86) = 13.39, p < 0.001]\). Planned contrasts show a significant difference between patients and controls \((p < 0.0001)\), between patients and elderly \((p = 0.002\) after Bonferroni correction), but not between the elderly and the controls \((p = 0.167)\). IQ (ART) as a covariate was significant \([F(1,85) = 14.50, p = 0.0003]\). IQ did not influence the difference between patients and controls \((p = 0.001)\) but reduced the difference between elderly and schizophrenic participants to non-significance \((p = 0.282)\).

**Mean writing time per session**
The writing times as displayed in Figure 2 do not show much variation over the test sessions, and the session effect was not significant \([F(2,85) = 1.36, p = 0.262]\). Therefore, we may conclude that there was no evident learning in the writing of the digits. Neither was the Group*Session interaction significant \([F(4,170) = 0.45, p = 0.771]\). On the other hand, the differences between the groups were relatively large and significant \([F(2,86) = 26.37, p < 0.0001]\). The elderly wrote significantly slower than the patients \((p = 0.0003)\) and the patients wrote significantly slower than the controls \((p = 0.001)\).

SHORT-TERM LEARNING MATCHING AND WRITING TIME OVER BLOCKS PER SESSION
Within-session learning effects are shown in Figure 3, which displays mean matching and writing times per digit for each of the five blocks in the three sessions.

**Mean matching time per block**
Figure 3 illustrates a decrease in matching time over the blocks and over sessions. A GLM repeated measures analysis confirmed that matching time decreased significantly over blocks [short-term learning; \(F(4,75) = 21.66, p < 0.0001]\] and over sessions [long-term learning; \(F(4,75) = 21.66, p < 0.0001]\]. The decrease over blocks was about equal in the three sessions \([F(8,71) = 1.74, p = 0.105]\) and seemed to be similar in the three groups \([F(8,150) = 1.709, p = 0.101]\), but the highest order interaction (session*block*group) was significant \([F(16,142) = 1.79, p = 0.038]\). Therefore, separate analyses were run per session. In these analyses, only the linear block effect was tested (i.e., a linear decrement of matching time over blocks; see the dashed lines in Figure 3). In session 1, this linear block effect was significant \([F(1,78) = 31.04, p < 0.0001]\), denoting a significant short-term learning effect (decrement over blocks), but this learning effect was similar for the three groups [block*group Linear: \(F(2,78) = 0.03, p = 0.597\)]. In the second and third sessions, more participants reached the minimum criterion of 45...
correct digits, but the analyses of the Linear trends yielded similar results [session 2: block: $F(1,83) = 29.08, p < 0.0001$; block*group Linear: $F(2,83) = 2.75, p = 0.070$; session 3: block: $F(1,83) = 25.20, p < 0.0001$; block*group Linear: $F(2,83) = 1.95, p = 0.148$]. Therefore, these results suggest that the rate and amount of short-term learning (repetition over blocks) was similar in the three sessions and about equal among the three groups.

**Mean writing time per block**

Writing time in Figure 3 shows that there is not much variation over blocks and sessions. The only noteworthy result is the relatively long writing time of the elderly participants.

An analysis of writing time with session and block as the within-subject variables and group as the between-subject variable showed that the effect of session was not significant but the block effect was [$F(4,75) = 5.60, p = 0.0003$]. None of the interactions were significant either. In the first session, the linear block effect was not significant ($p = 0.216$), but the linear block*group interaction was significant [$F(2,78) = 3.55, p = 0.033$]. This is probably due to a slight decrement of writing time by the elderly but not by the other two groups. In the second and third session, the linear block effect and the linear block*group interactions were not significant, indicating that writing time remained stable in these sessions.

**ESTIMATING THE EFFECT OF SHORT-TERM LEARNING ON THE SDST SCORE**

To estimate the contribution of the linear decrease in matching time to the SDST score, we estimated the score that would have been obtained if the matching time (mt) and writing time (wt) of the first block (i.e., mt1 and wt1) had been maintained over all blocks in the 90 s of the test [i.e., estimated score = $90/(mt1 + wt1)$]. We did the same for block five. The result of this estimation for session 1, i.e., for the standard test administration, was that the score of all participants had improved, more specifically from 50 to 56 for patients with schizophrenia, from 52 to 64 for the elderly and from 66 to 72 for the controls. These are increases of 12, 23, and 9%, respectively. It should, however, be stipulated that not all participants showed a decrease in matching time over blocks. Slopes ranged considerably, with the largest range found in the group of schizophrenia patients (from $+78$ ms/block to $-301$ ms/block; mean $= -37$ ms/block) compared to the ranges of the young controls (from $+50$ ms/block to $-284$ ms/block; mean $= -39$ ms/block) and the elderly volunteers (from $+38$ ms/block to $-236$ ms/block; mean $= -55$ ms/block).

**DISCUSSION**

**SUMMARY OF RESULTS**

The main purpose of this study was to assess to what extent differences in symbol–digit learning influence the performance on the SDST. The present findings demonstrate that the repetition of symbol–digit pairs during one test administration (short-term learning), and the repetition of the same test over several days (long-term learning), resulted in significant decreases of matching time. Interestingly, these learning effects on matching time were about equal for patients, age-matched controls, and elderly participants, while the overall test score differed among the groups. In contrast, writing time, reflecting sensorimotor speed, remained about equal over symbol–digit repetitions. Patients had the lowest overall score and the longest matching time; however, the difference between patients with schizophrenia and elderly was no longer significant after controlling for the lower IQ of the patients.
Sensorimotor speed had a smaller impact on the overall test performance, but there were significant differences between the three groups with the elderly clearly being the slowest writers.

RATIONALE FOR THE CHOSEN METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
In an experimental approach of the coding task, like the one adopted by Bachman et al. (15), single symbol–digit pairs are presented trial by trial and on each trial the participant has to quickly decide whether the presented combination is identical to one of the digit–symbol pairs in the reference code that is simultaneously presented on the PC screen. In the more common paper-and-pencil version, however, we preferred to present all nine symbols with the same frequency right from the start. As a result, a repetition of the same symbol–digit pair was separated by an average of eight other pairs. Yet, considerable learning did occur as evidenced by the linear decrease in matching time over nine-symbol blocks.

INFLUENCE OF LEARNING PROCESSES ON THE SDST TEST SCORE
Comparing the size of the learning effects with the SDST scores showed that the influence of learning processes on the SDST score in schizophrenia, the elderly and younger controls varies greatly from person to person. The average learning effects found in the present study of about 12% in the schizophrenia group and 23% in the elderly can be classified as rather substantial. This is in line with the conclusions drawn by Bachman et al. (15) and Joy (16). It deviates from Salihu’s (23) interpretation in which memory factors are assigned only “a very small role in contributing to the age decline in digit–symbol performance.”

IDENTIFICATION OF LEARNING PROCESSES
Repetition of the same task results in learning. Therefore, the decrease in matching time over blocks within one session as well as over more sessions must be the result of a learning process. But what exactly is learned during the repetitions of symbol–digit pairs is less clear. Two critical processes are known to be involved in the search for the matching digit: visual scanning (24) and relational memory (16). First, visual scanning, refers to the early detection and identification of visual stimuli, either alone or in the presence of competing stimuli. The role of visual scanning is emphasized when participants consult the code key frequently during test administration. Possibly, visual scanning might improve by learning the position of the symbols in the key. Second, relational memory, refers in this context to the memory for associations in the SDST (10, 12). Learning the relations between symbols and digits will reduce the necessity for searching, which automatically results in a decreased matching time. A third process that might be involved in the reduction of matching time over repetitions is a change in the strategy to perform the task. An impairment in response selection (25, 26), i.e., the process of mapping stimuli to specific responses and decision making could possibly cause a considerable amount of the lower performance observed in schizophrenia. Most participants will start with performing matching and writing strictly after each other, while some participants might learn to do part of the writing and scanning in parallel. In that case, the search for the next digit has already started during the more or less automatic writing of the current number. Overall, various learning processes might contribute to a decreased matching time, but their relative contribution could not be deduced from the present study. To find more detailed answers, experimental changes of the task, like the manipulations tested by Bachman et al., are needed. For now, we can only conclude that these learning processes occurred unintentionally, and therefore, should be denoted by the term “implicit learning.” An important outcome of this study is that the rate of this implicit learning was not significantly different among the three groups.

SENSORIMOTOR SPEED
The second aim of our investigation was to evaluate the effect of differences in writing speed on the SDST score. Group differences in writing speed were highly significant but smaller than the group differences in matching time. Schizophrenia patients wrote significantly slower than same-aged controls and the elderly had the lowest writing speed. The effects of reduced writing speed in schizophrenia and the elderly on the total test score were smaller than the estimated effects of learning (for schizophrenia, learning +12%, writing speed +4%; for the elderly, learning +23%, writing speed +13%). This leads us to the conclusion that the usual determination of the symbol-coding test score results in underestimation of the speed of information processing, particularly for the elderly.

SCHIZOPHRENIA AND THE ELDERLY COMPARED
Healthy elderly persons were included in this study in order to compare the reduction in the speed of information processing of the schizophrenia patients with normal, age-related cognitive decline. By correcting for sensorimotor speed and only taking the matching time as an index of processing speed, patients performed worse compared to the elderly volunteers (aged 65–85 years). However, when an estimate of premorbid intelligence (the Adult Reading Test) was taken into account, the differences in matching time were no longer statistically significant, while the difference between patients and same-aged controls still remained significant. Although the similarity between the elderly and the patients with schizophrenia on matching time is striking, we cannot deduce from these data whether schizophrenia should be seen as “dementia praecox.” In addition, it should be acknowledged that the elderly had a small but significantly lower sensorimotor speed. Only sensorimotor speed differentiated all three groups.

STUDY LIMITATIONS
Due to patient selection, a bias might exist since only patients who were able to complete the test batteries were included in this study.
The neurocognitive abilities of the selected patients may therefore be higher than the group of schizophrenia at large. Thus, the results of this study may not be generalized to the whole population of patients with schizophrenia. However, the mean SANS score for schizophrenia patients of 25.7 (SD 17.39) that was measured on screening visit is comparable with the mean SANS score of 23.0 (SD 14.6) found in a large heterogeneous sample of schizophrenia patients (27). Additionally, only 4.2% of our study sample was excluded after screening visit, suggesting that the internal validity of our study is high.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND CLINICAL PRACTICE

There is a wide variation in the administration of symbol–digit coding tasks ranging from a classical pen-and-paper writing task to a purely computerized test, which simply requires pressing a button when the correct symbol–digit combination appears. These different methods may ask for different cognitive sub-processes in the total test score. As an example of this, the present study clearly showed that the time taken by the motor part of the test must be taken into account in interpreting symbol–digit coding test scores as measures of the speed of information processing. The large variation between individual participants in the rate of short-term learning could argue for the need of additional memory test information to assess to what extent the (possibly) low SDST score has been the result of a learning failure. Some healthy volunteers mentioned spontaneously at the end of a session that they had remembered the symbol–digit combinations but we did not give a questionnaire to draw further conclusions toward awareness differences among the groups. Therefore, we suggest that the addition of a self-rater or observer-rater questionnaire might be valuable to address the possibility of different explicit and implicit learning strategies.

Although schizophrenia is often characterized by a reduced speed of information processing, the present study showed a similarity with the control group and the elderly as far as the rate and amount of both short-term and long-term implicit learning was involved. This was found despite the general finding of impaired working memory and a lower rate of explicit verbal and visual learning in schizophrenia. Because we speculate that improving processing speed may be predictive for the functional outcome, we recommend that more attention should be paid to implicit learning in future schizophrenia research and in the design of specific rehabilitation programs.

CONCLUSION

We can conclude that the two factors that were studied both had an effect on the estimation of processing speed with the Symbol–Digit Substitution Test. The average effect of learning the symbol–digit relation on the SDST score was substantial and the large individual differences in the amount of learning deserves more attention. The effects of sensorimotor speed on the total test score were shown to be smaller than the learning effects, but cannot be neglected because they lead to an underestimation of the speed of information processing, particularly for the elderly.

The finding of equal unintentional learning effects in patients, their age-matched controls and elderly participants lead us to the conclusion that implicit learning might be preserved in schizophrenia. This finding has important consequences for the design of specific rehabilitation programs for schizophrenia patients.
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